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Conjunction and Disjunction in Kalmyk  1

Kazuki Moriguchi 

1. Introduction 

In this report, I present data and generalizations concerning the following areas of Kalmyk 
grammar: 

• How conjunctions are constructed and the syntax of sentences with the conjunctions 
(§2) 

• How disjunctions are constructed in sentences (§3) 

2. Conjunction 

A simple translation of the conjunction “and” in the Kalmyk language is /bolun/. The 
following examples show /bolun/ used in different constructions. Sentence (1) shows how  
/bolun/ is placed between bare NPs, and sentence (2) shows how /bolun/ is placed between 
quantified NPs. Other than the fact Kalmyk is a SOV language in contrast to English which is 
a SVO language, notice how similar the Kalmyk /bolun/ usage is similar to the English 
counterpart “and”. 

(1) dord͡ʒɛ        ɑlmɑ  bolun      bortsyk  idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
Dorja        apple  and      bortsyk  eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats apples and bortsyk.. 

(2) dord͡ʒɛ       gorβən        bortsyk        bolun  xojər     ɑlmɑ  idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
Dorja       three  bortsyk        and  two     apple  eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats three bortsyks and two apples. 

/bolun/ can be used to conjunct VPs, as in the following example: 

(3) dord͡ʒɛ  ɑlmɑ  urɣənɑ   bolun     bortsyk  bolɣənɑ 
Dorja  apple  grow.3sing.PRES  and     bortsyk  bake.3sing.PRES  
Dorja grows apples and bakes bortsyk. 

Even if the verbs are made habitual, it is possible to use /bolun/. 

(4) dord͡ʒɛ     ɑlmɑ    urɣldyk   bolun  bortsyk     bolɣdyk   jostɑ 
Dorja    apple    grow.HABITUAL  and  bortsyk     bake.HABITUAL  habit  
Dorja has a habit of growing apples and baking bortsyk. 

 I would like to thank Andrey Boskhomdzhiev for providing translations of the English language into the 1

Kalmyk Language.
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/bolun/ can also go between nouns under a single determiner. 

(5) ɛn  uχɑtɑ     køkət  bolun     køβət  bɑkʃɑn  ɑld͡ʒɛ 
these  smart     girls   and     boys   teacher  kill.3pl.PAST  
These smart girls and boys killed their teacher. 

Sentence (5) shows this format in the subject. However, if this is placed in the object of the 
sentence it becomes awkward as in sentence (6). 

(6) ?? dord͡ʒɛ  tɛr  bortsyk  bolun  ɑlmɑ  idnɑ 
     Dorja  these  bortsyk  and apple  eat.3sing.PAST  
?? Dorja ate these bortsyks and apples. 

In English, it is possible to use “and” to connect two sentences. However, this seems to be 
wrong in Kalmyk, as in sentence (6), which is trying to get the sentence “Dorja baked bortsyk 
and Sanja stole them all”. 

(7) ** dord͡ʒɛ  bortsyk      bolɣld͡ʒɛ   bolun  sɑnd͡ʒɛ  tsoktin  hulhɑld͡ʒɛ 
     Dorja  bortsyk      bake.3sing.PAST  and  Sanja  all  steal.3sing.PAST 

It would just be better to make the first part of the sentence a relative clause as in sentence 
(8). 

(8) dord͡ʒɛ  bolsin   bortsyk  tsoktin       sɑnd͡ʒɛ  hulhɑld͡ʒɛ 
Dorja  make.REL bortsyk  all       Sanja  steal.3sing.PAST  
Sanja stole all the bortsyk made by Dorja. 

It is okay in the Kalmyk language to not use /bolun/, but rather simply juxtapose the two 
conjuncts. 

(9) dord͡ʒɛ       ɡorβən  bortsyk      xojər  ɑlmɑ  idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
Dorja       three  bortsyk      two  apple  eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats three bortsyks and two apples. 

(10) ɛn  uχɑtɑ  køkət  kyβət  bɑkʃɑn  ɑld͡ʒɛ 
these  smart  girls  boys  teacher  kill.3pl.PAST  
These smart boys and girls killed their teacher. 

It is also appropriate to add the equivalent of both, or two after the conjuncts. 

(11) sɑruŋ   ødurlɑ        dord͡ʒɛ  bortsyk      ɑlmɑ  xojər  idnɑ 
planet_moon  day.DAT    dorja  bortsyk      apple  both eat.3sing.PRES  
On Monday Dorja eats both bortsyk and apples. 

But it is not alright to use “both” and have /bolun/ between conjuncts at the same time. 
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(12) ** sɑruŋ       ødurlɑ      dord͡ʒɛ  bortsyk  bolun    ɑlmɑ     xojər    idnɑ 
     planet_moon   day.DAT   dorja  bortsyk  and        apple    both     eat.3sing.PRES 

/xojər/ seems to only work for two conjuncts. 

(13) ** dord͡ʒɛ bortsyk          ɑlmɑ     bɑnɑn          xojər  idnɑ 
     Dorja bortsyk          apple     banana         both  eat.3sing.PRES 

One would need to use “three” if there were three conjuncts, /durβɑ/ for four, and so on. 

(14) dord͡ʒɛ      bortsyk ɑlmɑ  bɑnɑn       ɡorβɑ  idnɑ 
Dorja       bortsyk  apple  banana      three  eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats bortsyk, apple, and banana. 

(15) dord͡ʒɛ      tɛr          bortsyk  ɑlmɑ       xojər      idnɑ 
Dorja        those      bortsyk  apples       two         eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats those bortsyks and apples. 

It does not seem to work when the conjuncts are in the subject of the sentence, as that only 
affects the later constituents. 

(16) ɛn køkət  kyβət    xojər      uχɑtɑ 
these  girls     boys       two        smart 
These boys and girls are two-faced.  
** These boys and girls are both smart. 

(17) ɛn uχɑtɑ køkət kyβət xojər bɑkʃɑn     ɑld͡ʒɛ 
These  smart  girls  boys  two  teacher    kill.3pl.PAST  
These smart boys and girls killed two teachers.  
** These smart boys and girls both killed the teacher. 

When there is a multiple number of each conjunct, the number of conjuncts will not be used. 
There are alternatives, and these will be addressed later in sentence (31). 

(18) **dord͡ʒɛ ɡorβən      bortsyk  xojər  ɑlmɑ  xojər  idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
    Dorja  three       bortsyk  two  apple  two  eat.3sing.PRES 

We can use /bolun/ to connect two VPs, but trying to use the /xojər/ feature in this context is 
not correct, even if the verbs are habitual. 

(19) ** dord͡ʒɛ  ɑlmɑ  urɣənɑ      bortsyk  bolɣənɑ      xojər  
     Dorja  apple  grow       bortsyk  bake         two 

(20) ** dord͡ʒɛ    ɑlmɑ    urɣldyk         bortsyk  bolɣdyk        jostɑ xojər  
     Dorja      apple    grow.HABITUAL    bortsyk  bake.HABITUAL habit two 
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Sentence (19 and 20) tell us that /xojər/, and also higher numbers only work for nouns. 

Recall sentence (18), a sentence where it is wrong to use /xojər/ to address situations where 
there are multiple of each conjunct. It would be necessary to say “a total of # things” or 
“these # things” as in the following few sentences. 

(21) dord͡ʒɛ     ɡorβən    bortsyk  xojər  ɑlmɑ  ɑʃlɑt  tɑβn  jumən  idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
Dorja     three       bortsyk  two  apple  total  five  thing  eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats three bortsyk and two apples (a total of five things). 

(22) dord͡ʒɛ     bortsyk     ɑlmɑ  ɑʃlɑt  xojər  jumən  idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
Dorja     bortsyk     apple  total  two  thing  eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats bortsyk and apple (a total of two things). 

(23) dord͡ʒɛ      bortsyk  ɑlmɑ  ɛn  xojər  jumən  idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
Dorja      bortsyk  apple  these  two  thing  eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats (these two things:) bortsyk and apple. 

The condition is that there has to be something before the number. 

(24) ** dord͡ʒɛ bortsyk     ɑlmɑ     xojər     jumən  idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
     Dorja  bortsyk     apple     two       thing  eat.3sing.PRES 

There are a number of instances where “and” can be used and also cannot be used in Kalmyk. 
Let us look at the syntax of /bolun/ 

(25) dord͡ʒɛ      ɑlmɑ      bortsyk  bolun  bɑnɑn      idnɑ 
Dorja     apple      bortsyk  and  banana     eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats apple, bortsyk, and banana. 

(26) ** dord͡ʒɛ  bolun  ɑlmɑ  bortsyk      bɑnɑn  idnɑ 
     Dorja  and  apple  bortsyk      banana  eat.3sing.PRES  

(27) ** dord͡ʒɛ  ɑlmɑ  bolun  bortsyk      bɑnɑn  idnɑ 
     Dorja  apple  and  bortsyk      banana  eat.3sing.PRES  

(28) dord͡ʒɛ       ɑlmɑ  bolun  bortsyk      bolun  bɑnɑn       idnɑ 
Dorja       apple and  bortsyk      and  banana      eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats apple and bortsyk and banana. 

(29) ** dord͡ʒɛ    ɑlmɑ  bortsyk      bɑnɑn  bolun  idnɑ 
     Dorja      apple  bortsyk      banana  and  eat.3sing.PRES 

Since we know /bolun/ cannot come before all the conjuncts and after all the conjuncts, it 
would be reasonable to conclude that Kalmyk is a left headed language, at least for nouns and 
conjuncts, as seen in the tree next page on the left made from part of sentence (28). 
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A slight digression, but Kalmyk is 
also left headed for determiners and 
adjectives, as seen in the tree on the 
right with data from part of sentence 
(17). 

So far, there were many sentences 
where there were numbers which 
indicate the total number of things, 
in place of /bolun/ “and”. These come 

after all the conjuncts. However sentences (19 and 20) shows that it cannot really come in the 
subject of the sentence, because the number will be taking for the number of the objects, 
changing the meaning slightly. That may change, however, if there were multiple of an 
object. This would be something to ask for further investigation. 

It is possible for /bolun/ to appear between conjuncts when /jumən/ is used, as in sentence 
(30) below. 

(30) dord͡ʒɛ    ɑlmɑ     bolun     bortsyk  ɑʃlɑt  xojər  jumən     idd͡ʒɑnɑ 
Dorja    apple     and       bortsyk  total  two  thing     eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats (a total of two things,) apple and bortsyk. 

3. Disjunction 

Disjunctions are “or” in the English language. A simple example is of below. 

(31) dord͡ʒɛ    bortsyk     esɡid͡ʒɛ  ɑlmɑ  idnɑ 
Dorja    bortsyk     or   apple  eat.3sing.PRES  
Dorja eats bortsyk or apples. 

And a disjunction used in conditional clauses. 

(32) dord͡ʒɛ   ɡɛrin   kədulmuʃɑn   kɛχɛlɑ  esɡid͡ʒɛ   ɛltɑ  untχəlɑ, ɛkin  
Dorja   home.GEN  work   do.if  or    early  sleep.if, mother  
 
bɑjrulχə 
happy.FUT 
If Dorja does his homework or if he sleeps early, his mother will be happy. 

The English language does not distinguish between “or”s used in statements or those used in 
questions. Languages such as Mandarin Chinese make a clear distinction between statement 
“or” (huòzhě) and question “or” (háishi). Sentence (33) tests to see if there is a distinction 
between statement and question “or” in the Kalmyk language. 
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(33) dord͡ʒɛ    ju  idnɑ,  bortsyk     esɡid͡ʒɛ  ɑlmɑ? 
Dorja    what  eat,  bortsyk     or   apple?  
What does Dorja eat, bortsyk or apple? 

Since the statement and question “or”s are both /ɛsɡid͡ʒɛ/ , it can be concluded that there is no 
difference in usage between the two types of sentences. 

An answer may be that Dorja does not eat both, and that can be used in English with a 
negative or, or “nor”, along with the negative of the verb.  

(34) dord͡ʒɛ    bortsyk    ɛsɡid͡ʒɛ  ɑlmɑ  idːduɡo 
Dorja    bortsyk    or   apple  eat.NEG  
Dorja does not eat bortsyk nor apple. 

It seems that in Kalmyk only the verb is negative, while the “or” is kept untouched.  
 
Using “two” instead of the /ɛsɡid͡ʒɛ/ gives the same meaning. 

(35) dord͡ʒɛ    bortsyk     ɑlmɑ  xojəriɡɛ      idːduɡo 
Dorja    bortsyk　 apple  two.ACC    eat.NEG  
Dorja does not eat bortsyk nor apple. 

Sentence (32) introduces conditional clauses that are disjoined. Notice that all the verbs have 
a -la suffix. Let us see if it is possible to delete one -la suffix. 

(36) ** dord͡ʒɛ   ɡɛrin   kədulmuʃɑn   kɛχɛ  esɡid͡ʒɛ   ɛltɑ  untχəlɑ, ɛkin  
     Dorja   home.GEN  work   do or    early  sleep.if, mother  
 
bɑjrulχə 
happy.FUT 

Both -la suffixes must be in place in order to make the sentence valid. The sentence below 
indicates that all, not just two, verbs must have the -la suffix if that verb is conditional. 

(37) dord͡ʒɛ   ɡɛrin   kədulmuʃɑn   kɛχɛlɑ   ɛltɑ    untχəlɑ   jumən kutsɑχəlɑ,  
Dorja   home.GEN  work   do.if   early  sleep.if, things  complete.if  
 
ɛkin    bɑjrulχə 
mother   happy.FUT 
If Dorja does his homework, if he sleeps early, or if he completes his chores, his 
mother will be happy. 

Notice that the separate clauses can just be juxtaposed.  

However, both -la suffixes from both verbs can be taken off, and put elsewhere. That 
elsewhere being the “or” itself! 
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(38) dord͡ʒɛ   ɡɛrin   kədulmuʃɑn   kɛsində   esɡəlɑ   ɛltɑ    unsində, ɛkin  
Dorja   home.GEN  work   do    or.if     early  sleep.if,  mother  
 
bɑjrulχə 
happy.FUT 
If Dorja does his homework or sleeps early, his mother will be happy. 

Conjunctions and disjunction usage in English and Kalmyk have some similarities and 
interesting differences. There are numerals that count the number of conjuncts. In the case of 
two conjuncts, it can also be translated as “both” and maybe it is. The “both” feature could be 
applicable for three or more conjuncts, but this cannot be applied when there are multiple of 
each conjunct, which then “a total of # things” must be used. A suffix indicating conditionals 
can be added to “or”. Only the verb is negated under a negated disjunction statement.
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